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Abstract— This paper generalizes the Time Domain Passivity
Control concept originally introduced by J.-H. Ryu et al.
(2004) in order to work for multi-degree of freedom (DoF)
haptic systems with time delay. Its energy computation (named
passivity observer) factors in the phase shift caused by time
delay, and is improved by an energy estimation. Moreover,
the variable damping of the passivity controller is generalized
such that weighting by the mass matrix of the haptic device is
possible. This transformation takes into account the direction-
dependent inertia of multi-DoF haptic devices. Furthermore, a
stability boundary for this damping is introduced for one as
well as for several DoF allowing for high energy dissipation.
Additionally, it is briefly shown that one single multi-DoF
Cartesian passivity controller is advantageous compared to
independent single-DoF passivity controllers in each joint of the
haptic device. Finally, the generalized Time Domain Passivity
Controller is experimentally verified using the DLR light weight
robot arm as haptic device.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual environments can be felt and touched by a human

operator using a haptic device. To secure safe and transpar-

ent interaction, control strategies are needed that guarantee

stability in any circumstance.

In a typical haptic system where digital elements (e.g.

virtual environment, haptic device controller) are coupled

to continuous-time parts (e.g. human operator, mechanical

parts of the haptic device), effects like sampling [1], quan-

tization [2], structural elasticity [3] or delay [4] can cause

energy gain and destabilize the haptic system. A well known

approach for stabilizing a haptic system is to guarantee

passivity of its elements. Colgate and Schenkel [5] derived a

condition for passivity of a haptic system. Yet, this condition

is conservative, since it holds independently of environmental

and user properties.

Hannaford and Ryu [6] introduced a less conservative

control strategy also based on passivity named Time Domain

Passivity Control (TDPC). Their controller adjusts a variable

damping such that it dissipates exactly the amount of net

energy output. Ryu et al. improved the TDPC concept e.g.

by considering the phase shift due to time-discretization [7],

applying it to multi-Degrees of Freedom (DoF) interaction

with virtual environments [8], and avoiding its noisy behav-

ior [9].

Due to communication time every haptic device is in-

herently affected by time delay. Although this time delay

might be small it causes an additional error in the energy

computation of the TDPC next to the errors caused by
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Fig. 1: DLR’s Bimanual Haptic Interface

discretization and the sampling rate. Another problem apply-

ing the previous presented controller to a multi-DoF haptic

system originates from a missing weighting of the variable

damping depending on the inertia of the haptic device.

Thus, the present article generalizes the TDPC approach,

such that it accounts for

• constant time delay,

• multi-DoF haptic devices,

• and direction-dependent inertia.

This generalized control strategy is evaluated with the

DLR light weight robot arm as haptic device [10], see Fig. 1.

The article is structured as follows: Section II gives a brief

review of Ryu’s TDPC. Upon this, above mentioned exten-

sions are elaborated in section III. In section IV two possible

implementations for the multi-DoF control are presented and

discussed. Section V confirms the validity of the generalized

TDPC approach by experiments with the light weight robot

before concluding in section VI.

II. REVIEW OF THE TIME DOMAIN PASSIVITY

CONTROLLER

In this section, a short review of the TDPC presented 2004

by Ryu et. al [7] is given. To clearly differentiate between

physical signals of the observed system and those based on

sensor information, variables are marked with a bar if their

physically existing value is addressed, e.g. Ē for the physical

energy of a system. Furthermore, the sign convention for all

forces and velocities is such that their product is positive

when power enters the system port.
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The basic principle of Ryu’s discrete TDPC is based on

the widely known definition of passivity of a time-continuous

system [6]:

Definition 1: A one-port network N with initial storage

energy Ē(0) at time t = 0 is continuous-time passive if and

only if

∫ t

0

f̄(τ)v̄(τ)dτ + Ē(0) ≥ 0 ∀ t ≥ 0 (1)

for force f̄ ∈ R and velocity v̄ ∈ R.

In analogy to this, Ryu et al. defined sample-time passivity

as follows.

Definition 2: A network N with initial storage energy Ē0

at time t0 = 0 and physical energy Ēk is sampled-time

passive if and only if

Ēk + Ē0 ≥ 0 ∀ k ∈ N, (2)

for each point in time tk = k · T , where T denotes the

sampling period.

If Ēk + Ē0 < 0 for at least one point in time tk, the

network is active. In this case the amount of energy leaving

the system port is −(Ēk + Ē0).
A haptic system consisting of a virtual reality (VR) simu-

lation, a haptic device and its control operated by a human is

now considered. Since a human operator interacts passively

with a passive system [11], the complete haptic system is

sampled-time stable, if (2) holds at each sampling step tk.

The TDPC concept guarantees passivity of a network N
by dissipating generated energy with a variable damper,

named passivity controller (PC). Since the exact physical

energy Ēk of this network is not known a priori, it has to be

estimated based on sensor information of the haptic device.

The calculation rule for the energy Ek is called passivity

observer (PO).

Consider a discrete-time network N that takes the posi-

tion x̄k ∈ R as its input, and force f̄k ∈ R as its output. Then

the PO calculates the energy Ek ∈ R at each time step tk as

Ek =

Eobs,k ≈ Ēk︷ ︸︸ ︷

T

k∑

i=0

(
fi−1(xi − xi−1)

)
+

∆Eest,k︷ ︸︸ ︷

Tfk(xk − xk−1) (3)

≈ Ēk+1,

under the assumption x−1 = x0, f−1 = 0.

The PO estimates at the current time step tk the physical

energy Ēk+1 of the system at the next time step, after the

force fk would have acted. The energy calculation (3) of

the PO consists of two parts: the observed energy Eobs,k

and the estimated energy ∆Eest,k. Eobs,k mirrors the physical

energy Ēk of the network at time step tk. By delaying the

force f by one sampling period the phase shift between f
and the position x caused by sampling is taken into account

assuming no further delay in the haptic system. With ∆Eest,k,

the energy change between the current time step tk and the

next time step tk+1 is estimated assuming constant velocity.

N

f

v

-

α

fpc

Fig. 2: One-port network with PC

If the system is active at an instance tk the amount of

energy −Ek leaving the system port is dissipated by the

force fpc,k ∈ R of the PC:

fpc,k =

{
αkvk = −Ek

Tvk

, for Ek < 0

0, for Ek ≥ 0,
(4)

where vk = (xk − xk−1)/T represents the discrete cal-

culation of the velocity. In this one-DoF case the control

parameter damping αk ∈ R is calculated as [6]:

αk =

{
−Ek

Tv2

k

, for Ek < 0

0, for Ek ≥ 0.
(5)

In Fig. 2 a one-port network N with the passivity control

scheme is shown. The force of the passivity controller fpc

is directed opposite to velocity v and thus decelerates the

system. The dashed arrow illustrates the variable damping

α.

In the multi-DoF case with fpc,k,vk ∈ R
p, p > 1 damping

was generalized by Preusche et al. [8]:

αk =

{
−Ek

Tv
T

k
vk

, for Ek < 0

0, for Ek ≥ 0.
(6)

PO and PC calculate in analogy to the one-DoF case.

Above approach of the TDPC is limited to undelayed

haptic systems and does not consider dynamics of the haptic

device. In the following section an extension of this concept

is presented adopting the TDPC to haptic systems where

those assumptions do not hold.

III. EXTENSION OF THE TIME DOMAIN PASSIVITY

CONTROLLER

In this section a generalized TDPC is presented that can be

applied to multi-DoF haptic systems with time delay. Fig. 3

shows the physical setup of the considered haptic system

with time delay. The extension of the TDPC is divided into

three parts: Adjusting the PO, generalizing the calculation

of damping in the PC, and introducing an upper limit for

damping.

Fig. 3: Physical setup of the considered haptic system
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A. The PO for Delayed Systems

The first step towards a generalized TDPC is to improve

the energy observation of the system. The round trip delay Td

of the considered system is assumed to be a multiple of the

sampling period T

Td = d · T, d ∈ N. (7)

It is also symmetrical meaning that it takes d/2 sampling

steps until the sensor signals are received and d/2 sampling

steps until the commanded force applies.

In the following the multi-DoF notation of the TDPC is

used with fk,xk ∈ R
p, p > 1.

The generalized PO consists of two parts following (3):

First, the observed energy Eobs,k is adapted by delaying the

force by d+1 sampling steps. Thus, the phase shift caused by

both time discretization and round trip delay are considered:

Eobs,k =

k∑

i=0

f
T
i−d−1(xi − xi−1) ≈ Ēk−d/2

(8)

with

x−1 = x0, f−ς = 0, ς ∈ N. (9)

In contrast to the first summand of (3) this energy obser-

vation does not mirror the physical energy at the current time

step tk but it matches with the physical energy d/2 sampling

steps before the current time step, which is the time delay

until the measured sensor signals of the haptic device are

received.

Second, ∆Eest,k needs to estimate the physical energy

change from time step tk−d/2
to tk+d/2+1. This is exactly

the time period until and while the commanded force of the

PC is executed but its effects are unknown to the PO. This

estimation can be achieved using estimated velocities of the

haptic device ṽk:

∆Eest,k =

k+d+1∑

j=k+1

T f
T
j−d−1ṽj ≈ Ēk+d/2+1 − Ēk−d/2

. (10)

An accurate velocity estimation is a key point in (10). Nat-

urally, there are many types of estimation methods possible,

e.g. keeping the velocity constant during the delay as Ryu

presented, calculating the velocity based on extrapolation

or considering the model of the haptic device. Estimation

methods are evaluated in section V-A.

Altogether, the PO estimates the physical energy Ēk+d/2+1

at each time step tk, limited by the accuracy of measurement

and the velocity estimation, as

Ek = Eobs,k + ∆Eest,k ≈ Ēk+d/2+1. (11)

B. Generalized Calculation of Damping

The second step is generalizing the damping of the

PC for the multi-DoF case where fpc,k,vk ∈ R
p with

p ∈ {Cartesian degrees of freedom, number of joints}: If

the system is active at a time step tk, the amount of generated

energy −Ek has to be dissipated such that the system is

passive and the sum of generated and dissipated energy is

zero:

Ek + Edamp,k = 0 {∀ k|Ek < 0}. (12)

The amount of dissipated energy is calculated in analogy

to the system’s energy considering the phase shift between

force and velocity as the force of the PC applies delayed to

the haptic system:

Edamp,k = T f
T
pc,kṽk+d+1. (13)

This underlines the importance of a correct velocity estima-

tion.

Holding for the one-DoF case fk, vk ∈ R and d = 0, the

damping parameter αk in (5) can be easily derived by solving

(12) and substituting fpc,k = αkvk in (13). Thereby constant

velocity between the time steps tk and tk+1 is assumed.

Generalizing αk for the multi-DoF case to a p×p damping

matrix Ak, (12) changes to

ṽ
T
k+d+1A

T
k ṽk+d+1 =

−Ek

T
, (14)

which has no unique solution for the p2 unknowns in Ak.

Assumptions about Ak have to be made to uniquely solve

the equation. The trivial solution Ak = akI is equivalent

to above statement (6) using a multiple of the identity

matrix. Aiming to obtain the same deceleration in each DoF,

damping must be weighted by inertia, and therefore yields

Ak = akM̃k+d+1, (15)

where M̃k+d+1 is the mass matrix representing the inertia of

the haptic device in each Cartesian direction at time tk+d+1.

Once more the time delay needs to be considered and thus,

the mass matrix must be estimated similar to the velocity

estimation.

The number of unknowns in (14) reduces to one, and a

unique solution for the damping results as

ak =
−Ek

T ṽT
k+d+1

M̃T
k+d+1

ṽk+d+1

. (16)

C. A Limit for Damping

As virtual damping is limited in time-delayed, stable

systems [12], the third step of generalizing the TDPC is

bounding the damping parameter of the PC. In [12] stability

regions for haptic rendering are introduced for a single DoF

haptic system. In order to stay inside these stable regions

and to enable high dissipation, the damping factor of the PC

is limited by

αmax =
m

(1 + d)T
, (17)

under the assumption ṽk+d+1 = vk .

This boundary is constant over time, and only depends on

the delay d, the mass of the haptic device m and the sampling

period T . This limit also counteracts the noisy behavior of

the original TDPC reported in [9], which originates from

high damping factors at low velocities.

In the multi-DoF case the single mass m changes to the

mass matrix M: If the haptic device moves in a direction
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with high inertia, the damping of the control force can

be higher without leaving the stable region, see [12] for

details. In this case the boundary is a p × p matrix with

p ∈ {Cartesian degrees of freedom, number of joints}:

Amax,k =
Mk

(1 + d)T
. (18)

under the additional assumption M̃k+d+1 = Mk.

This boundary is proportional to the mass matrix Mk,

which depends on the configuration of the haptic device and

therefore changes over time. To assure stability following

equation must hold:

v
T
k A

T
k vk ≤ v

T
k A

T
max,kvk (19)

Substituting (15) and (18) into (19) a time independent

boundary for the damping factor can be derived:

ak ≤
1

(1 + d)T
= amax. (20)

D. The Generalized TDPC

Summing up, the generalized TDPC can be applied to a

haptic system with time delay and a multi-DoF haptic device

while considering direction-dependent inertia. Using above

improvements it is calculated as follows:

The PO estimates the physical energy Ēk+d/2+1:

Ek =

k∑

i=0

f
T
i−d−1(xi − xi−1) +

k+d+1∑

j=k+1

T f
T
j−d−1ṽj (21)

with

x−1 = x0, f−ς = 0, ς ∈ N. (22)

The variable damping of the PC dissipates energy such

that the haptic system is passive. Thereby M̃k+d+1 = Mk

is assumed, i.e. the mass matrix is constant during the delay:

fpc,k =

{
Akṽk+d+1, for Ek < 0

0, for Ek ≥ 0
(23)

with Ak = akMk and

ak = min(
−Ek

T ṽT
k+d+1

MT
k ṽk+d+1

, amax). (24)

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GENERALIZED

MULTI-DOF TIME DOMAIN PASSIVITY CONTROLLER

To make the step from a one-DoF haptic system to a multi-

DoF system, one has to adapt the controller design. Most

haptic system controllers are either joint-space or Cartesian-

space based. Accordingly, the multi-DoF TDPC can be

implemented in either ways. This section compares the two

following possibilities for multi-DoF haptic devices:

• A straightforward implementation of the joint-space

based TDPC with a decentralized structure, i.e. one

independent controller per joint.

• One multi-DoF Cartesian-space based TDPC with a

centralized control structure.

An ideal haptic system is perfectly transparent, i.e. a

system where a human operator cannot distinguish between

a real operation and a simulated one. Two independent

criteria are employed to evaluate the performance of the two

control structures with regard to transparency: the amount of

dissipated energy [13] and the disturbance of the direction

of the VR force [8].

The idea behind the first criterion is keeping most in-

formation which can be displayed to the user. Dissipating

energy is equal to discard information. Therefore, the less

energy loss the better. The second criterion results from

physics. Basically the force directions calculated in the VR

are physically correct, as close as the simulation can get, so

it should be matched by the haptic device and should not be

disturbed by the controller.

In both criteria the Cartesian-space based controller seems

to be favorable and is chosen for the multi-DoF system in

the remainder of this work.

The decentralized structure of the joint-based controller

requires every joint to be passive, whereas the centralized

structure only has one energy balance and is therefore less

conservative.

As the damping of each joint occurs independent of every

other joint in the decentralized structure, the direction of the

resulting force is changed according to the damping required

by each joint. In contrast the Cartesian-space based approach

allows for controlling the direction of the resulting force.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The presented approach was implemented and tested on

a haptic system configured according to Fig. 3. DLR’s

Bimanual Haptic Interface [10] is used as haptic device,

which consists of two Light Weight Robot arms (LWR)

running at a sampling rate of T = 1 kHz, see Fig. 1.

The robot arms are equipped with internal electronics, in-

cluding torque sensors. They enable backdriveable behavior

and operating the robot impedance controlled. In this system

the round trip delay Td between the robots and the real

time computer, where the control and the calculations for

the virtual reality are performed, accounts for Td = 4 ms,
thus d = 4.

In this section three experiments are presented: One to

evaluate the accuracy of different velocity estimation meth-

ods, a second to verify the adjustment of the PO, and a last

to show the effect of the generalized PC. In all experimental

setups the virtual reality is simplified as a virtual wall

represented by a stiff spring.

A. Evaluation of Different Velocity Estimation Methods

As mentioned in section III-A velocity estimation is a key

point in accurately calculating the physical energy Ēk+d/2+1

of the haptic system (21). Three estimation methods are

evaluated: assumption of constant velocity during the delay,

first and second order extrapolation of previous velocity data.

The time window on which the extrapolations are based is

experimentally chosen to be ten sampling steps as it produced

the most accurate results.

The estimation methods are evaluated by comparing them

to a best estimation curve Eb that is calculated offline using
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TABLE I: Evaluation of the velocity estimation methods

Estimation method ∆E (Nm)

Constant velocity Ec 0.89

Linear velocity estimation El 0.56

Polynomial velocity estimation Ep 0.47

No estimation En 3.5

time t (s)

en
er

g
y

E
(N

m
)

En

Ec

El

Ep

Eb

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

Fig. 4: Performance of the energy estimation methods

the measured velocities instead of the estimated ones. The

root mean square error ∆E includes only λ time steps where

velocity is being estimated:

∆E =

√∑λ
i=0

(Eb,i − Ei)2

λ
. (25)

During the conducted experiment a human operator moves

one LWR and pushes it against the virtual wall several times

with different velocities and forces. This ensures a general

evaluation of the estimation methods. Table I shows the result

of the experiment, Fig. 4 visualizes it exemplary.

The main difference between the three approaches is

their behavior during fast velocity changes. Accordingly, the

energy calculated with the polynomial velocity estimation

Ep (marked with dots) stays closest to the best estimation

curve Eb (solid line), followed by the linear extrapolation

approach El (marked with vertical lines). Constant velocity

Ec (marked with crosses) results in a considerable overshoot.

The energy without velocity estimation (En, dashed line) is

displayed to outline the importance of energy estimation.

B. Verification of the adjusted PO

The set of experiments verifying the adjustment of the PO

is presented for the one-DoF case. Multi-DoF experiments

gave equivalent results but are not shown here for the sake of

clarity. One joint of one LWR is pushed into a virtual wall by

a constant external force τext. The stiffness K = 15000 Nm

rad

of the implemented virtual wall is chosen to be significant

above the stability limit for the used haptic system, which

results in K = 5330 Nm

rad
following the stability condition

in [14]. The parameters for the experiments are summarized

in table II.

TABLE II: Parameters of the one-DoF experiments

Stiffness of the virtual wall K 15000 Nm/rad

External force τext 3Nm

Position of the virtual wall qw −1.65 rad

Starting position of the joint qs −1.44 rad

time t (s)

p
o

si
ti

o
n

θ
(r

ad
)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
-1.7

-1.6

-1.5

-1.4

(a) Position

time t (s)

en
er

g
y

E
(N

m
)

extended PO
Ryu’s PO

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
-2.5

-2
-1.5

-1
-0.5

0
0.5

1

(b) Energy

Fig. 5: Contact without Time Domain Passivity Control

In a first trial, the contact is established without TDPC,

in a second one the TDPC proposed by Ryu in [7] and in a

last trial the new control approach is evaluated.

Fig. 5a mirrors the unstable behavior of the haptic system

without TDPC. On account of the friction of the haptic

device the unstable behavior results in an oscillation where

friction and active behavior find an equilibrium point. A hap-

tic device without friction would show destructive resonance.

The effect of different energy calculations Ek is shown in

Fig. 5b: The energy of the extended PO (solid curve) falls

well below zero and reflects the active behavior of the haptic

device. By contrast, the observation without considering time

delay (dashed curve) stays close to zero.

Using Ryu’s approach the contact with the virtual wall

shows still unstable behavior, as can be seen in Fig. 6a.

This is contrary to the behavior of the energy observation

which implies stable behavior, see Fig. 6b. Therefore, the

energy observation does not reflect the existing energy at

the haptic device since it does not consider time delay. The

small amount of dissipated energy, see Fig. 6c, reduces the

amplitude and the frequency of the oscillation but does not

lead to stability.

A stable behavior is finally achieved by using the gen-

eralized TDPC, see Fig. 7a. The PO recognizes the active

behavior of the haptic device by accurately estimating the

energy. Therefore, the right amount of energy can be dissi-
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(c) Energy

Fig. 6: Contact with Time Domain Passivity Control (Ryu)

TABLE III: Parameters of the multi-DoF experiments

External Torque τext [0, 15, 0,−6, 0, 0, 0 ]Nm

Duration of the Acceleration 0.2 s

External Energy Eext −2Nm

pated and the haptic device is stabilized, see Fig. 7b and 7c.

The friction of the system dissipates additional energy and

that is why the haptic device settles on the wall.

C. Verification of the generalized PC

To show the importance of weighting the variable damping

of the PC with the mass matrix of the haptic device a third

experiment is conducted using the generalized multi-DoF

TDPC approach: the LWR is accelerated from t = 0 s to

t = 0.2 s by an external torque τext, see table III. While the

LWR is moving undisturbed in a free workspace, the energy

of the PO is artifially set to Ek = −2 Nm at t = 0.3 s and

the PC starts to dissipate this simulated energy. By doing so,

the stable movement of the haptic device is influenced by

the damping force of the passivity controller.
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(b) Passivity control torque
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0.4

0.5

0.6

(c) Energy

Fig. 7: Contact with generalized Time Domain Passivity

Control

Fig. 8a shows the configuration of the haptic device

at the beginning of the experiment including the world

coordinate system (x0, y0, z0) and the tool coordinate system

(xT , yT , zT ). The LWR is close to a singularity, which

leads to a bad conditioned mass matrix Mk (given in tool

coordinates), see Fig. 8b. Especially in those configurations

close to singularities it is important that the force of the PC

takes the mass matrix into account as can be seen in the

following.

Three trials of the experiment are conducted and shown in

Fig. 9. One without artificial energy reset (line marked with

dots), a second where the PC does not consider the inertia

of the haptic device (blue solid line) and a last where the

mass matrix is considered in the damping force of the PC

(red dashed line). The circle marks the artificial reset of the

PO to −2 Nm at t = 0.3 s in the last two trials.

It can be seen that the movement of the haptic device drifts

considerably neglecting the mass matrix due to applying the

same damping parameter to all directions of motion. Thus,
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Fig. 8: Experimental setup for section V-C
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Fig. 9: Movement of the end effector of the haptic device

directions with low inertia experience higher deceleration

then those with large values in the mass matrix. By contrast,

considering the direction-dependend inertia in the damping

force results in a trajectory close to the one in free movement.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper introduced a generalized TDPC concept that

can be applied to multi-DoF haptic systems with time

delay. By adjusting the calculation rule of the PO the

physical energy of the haptic system is estimated accurately,

such that the PC can stabilize the system. By generalizing

the calculation of the damping in the multi-DoF control

direction-dependent inertia of the haptic device is considered.

Additionally, a limit for damping was introduced to maintain

stability for delayed systems. Experiments validated the

generalized approach.

Future works contain deriving a less conservative stability

boundary without assuming constant velocity and mass ma-

trix. Additionally, it seems promising to utilize more accurate

velocity estimation methods that make use of a haptic device

model.
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